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Anyone who works in alternative tunings faces the problem of notating music in other scales

than 12- or 24-edo. Notation of non-octave scale systems is particularly di�cult because any trial

to notate within the usual �ve line system brings up problems since Western musicians have a

strong sense of what a notation on the �ve line system means: In the interpreter's mind it is

connected to the twelve tone system and other octave related scales. Notating a non-octave scale

within this system easily results in irritation about step sizes and harmonic frames. The question

about how to notate the Bohlen-Pierce (BP) scale is essential due to the fact that current BP

instruments are designed under very di�erent aspects that are speci�c for each instrument, and for

a BP ensemble or composers writing in BP it would be useful to be able to read scores in a new

standard for BP notation.

1 General Problems of BP Music Practice

For example, in playing and writing music for a BP clarinet the author has been using the �ngering

notation exclusively; it works �ne as long as no other melody instruments than BP clarinets are

involved; a keyboard player cannot use the clarinet �ngering notation on his instrument, no matter

what key layout he uses, because the clarinet �ngering notation uses an apparently strange mixture

of half- and whole tone steps that does not display the real intervals. For example, the notated

intervals of e � b �at and c' � b' natural are actually the same interval (6 BP steps), due to the

keywork of the BP clarinet having the usual keys for the little �ngers but six open tone holes

thereafter.

Figure 1: Example of clarinet �ngering notation; these intervals both represent the same BP
interval.

There is no doubt that this kind of notation is comfortable for the clarinetist, but it is impossible

to handle for other musicians, and it is a severe di�culty for composers. One could map the clarinet

notation to a keyboard using software, though this would only be a temporary solution that limited

musicians to rehearse in an intuitive way. Talking about theoretical aspects such as intervals and

chords would hardly be possible.

To show the confusion BP musicians have to deal with in their music practice one might have

a look at the original edition (2008) of Georg Hajdu's score of �Beyond the Horizon� for two BP

clarinets and synthesizer in BP tuning and with a normal 12edo keyboard layout since that is what

is widely available.
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Figure 2: Excerpt from �Beyond the Horizon� by Georg Hajdu. First edition, 2008

The score shows representations for two kinds of instruments: the BP clarinets in �ngering

notation for the clarinetists (sta�s marked 1 and 3), the synthesizer in notation for the keyboard

with 12 edo layout (sta� 5) plus the clarinet parts transcribed to keyboard notation (sta�s 2 and

4). Although the score allows the ensemble to rehearse, neither of these notations represents the

sounding pitches.

2 Earlier Proposals for BP Notation

The above example shows that a speci�c notation for BP music is needed that makes it possible

to read and write scores in concert pitch. There have been earlier proposals for BP notation, some

of which shall be discussed in the following.

2.1 Op de Coul

Manuel op de Coul1 suggests two �ve-line sta�s with treble and bass clefs marked BP. As a reference

scale he chooses lambda, and the note names c d e f g h j a b for the lambda scale2; all other modes

are notated by adding sharps or �ats.

1http://www.huygens-fokker.org/bpsite/ as of July 2013. The source does not say how op de Coul's pitches are
anchored; since it has been common MIDI practice to map alternative tunings to c4 one may assume that op de
Coul decided to do the same.

2steps 1,3,4,5,7,8,10,11 and 13 of BP scale or scale structure 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
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Figure 3: BP notation after op de Coul

This notation system has one great advantage: The sta� comfortably covers the range of two

tritaves3 or more so that clefs do not need to be changed very often. Disadvantages however are

the similarities of note names, clefs and sta� to standard notation; musicians would get mixed up.

For instance, the interval c�c is meant to be a tritave but notated in sta� like the traditional c'�e�

which causes a double confusion in terms of the meaning of the interval � c�c is usually considered

an octave, but here it is meant to be a tritave (perfect twelfth), plus one would read a tenth

in standard notation which has nothing to do with either. The misunderstandable nomenclature

notwithstanding op de Coul's notation currently is widely accepted as a notation system for BP

music. As will be shown in the following, it has crucial disadvantages for players of several acoustic

BP instruments, but then has a great potential of establishing as a standard notation for keyboard

instruments speci�cally. A notation system using accidentals implies agreement on a reference

scale � in this case C lambda � which can be connected exclusively to a certain keyboard layout.

As on a traditional keyboard, notes with accidentals would be represented by black keys while C

lambda would be achieved by playing on the white keys only.

3A tritave is a perfect twelfth as the harmonic frame of the BP scale.
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Elaine Walker's work for instance perfectly connects to op de Coul's ideas. Walker has been

developing BP keyboards since the early 1990s, originally using a layout based on Lambda mode,

following op de Coul's suggestion. It turned out to be �a nightmare to play� 4 due to its very

regular distribution of black and white keys which makes orientation di�cult for the player. She

thus decided to rather use a Dur II layout - or Gamma layout, which looks the same. The new

layout provides a clearer optical appearance through its slightly irregular distribution of black keys

within a tritave; yet it only di�ers from Lambda layout in one point. Lambda: J A B B# C vs.

Dur II: J A Bb B C [Pictures and more detailed description needed! Does Elaine notate in Lambda

or in Dur II / Gamma?]

Looking at it carefully, it becomes obvious that under the precondition of the use of a matching

keyboard layout, op de Coul's notation is comfortable and easy to learn for a keyboard player,

assuming that he or she is an experienced musician already with lots of practice in standard tuning

music, not a total beginner.

Still the use of a reference mode and accidentals consequently is crucial for players of other

instruments because they ma be constructed under very di�erent aspects and not based on a

reference scale. [More detailed!]5.

2.2 tranSpectra

A chromatic notation system could be used by any BP player, regardless of the speci�c construction

of the various instruments, at the same time simplifying the composer's task of notating for speci�c

instruments, releasing him from the Sisyphean labour of transcribing parts to a speci�c insturment

or, from the beginning of the process, writing in several di�erent, instrument speci�c notations.

Plus a chromatic notation does not restrict us to a narrow BP harmonic theory but stays open

to experiments in tonality and harmony. Therefore, the members of tranSpectra, one of the �rst

ensembles dedicated to Bohlen-Pierce music, suggest a chromatic notation system which makes no

use of accidentals and still allows to notate Bohlen-Pierce music in concert pitch.

A traditional �ve line sta� accomodates the Bohlen-Pierce pitches, with A440 on the �rst ledger

line below sta� in soprano cle�. This appears to be a good idea since players of all BP instruments

can get used to reading from a chromatic notation, rather than from one that suggests a reference

mode and which uses accidentals. The tranSpectra collective's suggestion ful�ls the need of a

notation system that can be read by any player. Notes names chosen are taken from the Greek

alphabet, starting from α (alpha) and following through to ν (nu), clefs are named S (soprano), A

(alto) and B (basso). Greek note names can not be mixed up with traditionel note names, which

is an important detail.

4Walker on www.ziaspace.com/_microtonality/BP, last visit: 6th July 2013
5Elaine Walker has been doing ongoing research and development about the BP scale since 1991

and has been building BP keyboard instruments since 2010: http://ziaspace.com/_microtonality/BP/ and
http://www.verticalkeyboards.com/ (last visit July 2013).
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Figure 4: BP notation as suggested by tranSpectra
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Yet the system has one disadvantage: One �ve line sta� does not even cover the range of one

tritave. Therefore it is necessary to make use of at least two sta�s or clefs for instruments providing

a greater range. Possible solutions are frequent clef changes - for instance, playing pieces in the

range of the clarinet from α2 to α4 or higher, clef changes between S and A would be obligatory

- or continuous notation on two or three staves, which takes up a lot of space on the music sheet

and is thus not practicable regarding page turning.

3 A New Proposal

The author's idea is to expand the sta� to six lines. This makes it possible to notate a range of

two tritaves, using four ledger lines above and below sta� which is considered to be practicable for

musicians. The range of the BP clarinet for instance can be notated within one sta�:

6picture: www.transpectra.org
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Recent acoustic BP instruments have an important matching tone with the standard system,

the sounding a' (440-442 Hz). This note is located in the middle of the sta�. The system can on

�rst sight be distinguished from the traditional �ve-line sta�; there is no danger of mixing up the

two notation systems. A system with six lines is still readable for the musician; more sta� lines

may lead to confusion due to a hindered optical perception.

3.1 First Idea about a BP Clef

For use in d�erent clefs the author designed a BP clef and uses it as follows: As before, the

note in the middle of the system is pitched a'. The clef marks this position through the bowls of

the slightly stylized letters 'bp'. The sounding d, another common pitch in BP and 12edo, and

a tritave below a', is notated in a kind of �bass clef� on the third line from top on the low sta�.

The clef marks this position. Additionally, a small 14 underneath the clef shows that the central

tone of this sta� sounds a tritave (14 BP chromatic steps) lower than the middle sta�. Hereby the

same e�ect between systems evolves as in the relation between treble and bass clef in the standard

notation system: The two notes on the �rst ledger lines above and below sta� respectively are

the same pitch. The Western musician will �nd this easy to memorize because this is what he is

already used to. This system is comfortable for Western musicians through its subtle use of an

optical illusion: In the second system for example, the �rst tone in the middle sta� is on the fourth

ledger line below sta�; the trained Western musician recognizes this as a d. The same pitch in
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the lower sta� is situated on the third ledger line from top. The eye is tricked (the three lines

underneath the note are not perceived) and recognizes the note as a d like in traditional bass clef.

This e�ect works throughout the system. The advantage of this notation is that the musician

intuitively recognizes the tritave relation between two notes since it visually reminds him of an

octave relation in the 12-tone system. The upper system is a suggestion for a �piccolo clef� in a

very high register. This clef, too, makes use of the optical illusion described above by notating

a' on the second ledger line below sta�. It may be assumed though that this �piccolo clef�, like

soprano clefs in ancient classical music, will not be used very often. The suggested BP clef and

notation covers a wide range, even of higher pitches, and if necessary a 14-ma sign can be used to

comfortably notate very high pitches.

3.2 Hajdu's Additions

From October 2012 to February 2013, a BP ear training class has ran at Hochschule für Musik

und Theater Hamburg under the guidance of Prof. Georg Hajdu, Konstantina Orlandatu and the

author. In class we use the proposed notation system in exercises such as music dictations. We

chose the note names N-Z, the last part of the alphabet, to avoid confusion with traditional notes

and intervals. Georg Hajdu suggested to rename the clefs to N and Z these are the notes that are

situated in the middle of the two systems plus he suggested to add a third clef which in between

the two, the T clef.

First experiences in class show that the new notation system can be acquired by musicians in

a relatively short time. It has been implemented in the Max based software MaxScore7; music

practice will show if it will be widely accepted and used among musicians working in xenharmonic

tunings.

7MaxScore can be purchased fom www.computermusicnotation.com
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